Cardinal Scale Comments

Block 6 Items (B6) Commercial and law enforcement, axle and axle group weights
Comments from Cardinal Scale: Cardinal agrees with the spirit of the proposal; it is indeed a
“commercial transaction” to charge a person a fee solely for the purpose of obtaining a weight
of a vehicle – it is not required to have to undergo a sales transaction of weighed product in
order for it to be considered a commercial transaction.
B6: SCL-22.1
S.1.14. Recorded Representation of Axle or Axle Group Weights
Comments from Cardinal Scale: Cardinal recommends striking the following from the proposed
language for S.1.14:
S.1.14. Recorded Representation of Axle or Axle Group Weights. – The recorded
representation of weights from individual axle or axle group weights shall clearly be identified
as “not legal for trade” or “non-commercial” weight values unless the entire vehicle is
positioned on live elements of a multiple-platform vehicle scale and where all axles/axle
groups are weighed simultaneously. All recorded weights of axles/axle groups shall be
identified as representing only a portion of the vehicle’s total gross weight (e.g., by axle
groupings such as: “axle group 1,” “axle group 2,” “axle group 3,” or by individual axle
description such as: “steering axle,” “drive axles,” “trailer axles”).
Any total gross weight of the vehicle included in the recorded representations determined by
summing axle weights shall be clearly identified as “not-legal-for trade” or “non-commercial”
unless those axle weights were recorded when all parts of the vehicle rested simultaneously
on live portions of the scale, or the individual components were uncoupled, positioned
completely on the live elements, and weighed separately on the scale.
The reasoning behind this is by leaving the “non-commercial” language in the proposal, it
defeats the purpose of the proposal, which is to officially clarify what a non-commercial
transaction is.
SCL-22.2

UR.1. Selection Requirements, UR.1.X. Cannabis

Comments from Cardinal Scale: Cardinal recommends the following wording changes which will
clarify the item:
UR.1.X. Cannabis. – The scale division verification scale interval, e, for scales weighing
Cannabis shall not exceed:
(a) 0.01g for net weighments up to capacity up to 10g,
(b) 0.1g for net weighments greater than 10g, up to 100g, capacity, and
(c) 1g for net weighments greater than 100g, up to capacity.
(Added 20XX)

